
ESSENTIALS OPTIONS

SPACEPOLE POINT OF SALE 

at a glance
The traditional static point of sale is, and will remain, a feature of the bricks and mortar store for years to 

come. Therefore, to ensure that the customer experience is a positive one, these customer engagement 

points must deliver fast and dependable operation, be accessible for all and provide an ergonomic, 

productive workstation for the operator.
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE VESA
SCREEN MOUNT
Being able to move a screen up or down to suit the individual  

user decreases the possibility of RSI and assists productivity. 

This mount is added between the screen and the VESA plate 

and can be supplied with new SpacePole installations as well  

as retrofitted to any existing installation.

The height adjustable VESA mount has a small form factor; it  

is only 0.6" deep and gives a movement of 7" in total.

SPACEPOLE ESSENTIALS®

Our SpacePole Essentials range of technology mounting  

solutions creates space-saving and ergonomic work sta-

tions that improve operator productivity.  
 

The Essentials range was created to work with existing 

hardware and furniture and offers robust ergonomically  

designed mounting solutions. With over 8 million instal-

lations worldwide, our signature product range is the 

mounting solution of choice for today’s leading retail 

organizations. 

 CALL US: 877-416-3294



SPACEPOLE TABLET-BASED POS 

for fixed and mobile applications
Cloud based point of sale solutions have revolutionized the retail space. They answer the need  
for high functionality software to become app-based on a consumer graded tablet. Ensuring  
that these solutions deliver day in day out is key. We provide a range of contemporary tablet  
enclosures and associated mounting solutions that enable tablet based point of sale applications  
for retail operations of all sizes. 

SPACEPOLE DOCK & CHARGE™

Using a tablet has brought a multitude of store and back 

office applications to life. However many of these require 

a combination of static and mobile use but the operator.

Dock & Charge answers this tricky issue. It combines a 

stylish enclosure with docking station for charging and 

stable WiFi connection. But at the push of a button, it  

becomes a mobile sled for those mobility tasks. It is as 

easily replaced - from static to mobile and back again.

SPACEPOLE A-FRAME™

A-Frame is a universal tablet enclosure that offers protec-

tion and security for a wide range of popular tablets. With 

its high level of security and stylish looks, A-Frame is per-

fectly suited for tablet POS and self-service applications. 

A range of common mounting options and accessories  

ensures that A-Frame is a tablet enclosure that  

maximizes the opportunities that using a tablet brings  

to your business. 

SPACEPOLE C-FRAME™

C-Frame is a versatile stand-alone alone solution. Create a full  

tablet POS selecting the options to suit the needs of your 

business by adding peripherals and accessories directly to 

the frame. 

SPACEPOLE X-FRAME™

X-Frame is a simple, slim and secure tablet solution. It  

offers access to all features of the tablet and is ideal for 

tablet POS, digital signage and customer self-service. 

 CALL US: 877-416-3294
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APPLICATIONS
Tablet POS

Information look-up

Order in-store

Digital signage

Self-service ordering

Front-of-house table management


